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B. This is tape 1 of an interview with the Honorable 

U. Alexis Johnson, Deputy Under Secretary of State for Political 

Affairs, by William Brubeck, Senior Staff Member, National 

Security Council, the Whioe House, at the time most of these 

events took place until July of 1963 Deputy Executive Secretary 

and then Executive Secretary of the State Department, working in 

close association with Mr. Johnson. Mr. Johnson had served in 

Korea and Japan and China, Manchuria and the Philippines - in 

the Far East over a long period of time. He started in 1935 in 

the Foreign Service. His last post before coming back to 

Washington was an Ambassador to Thailand and U.S. Representative 

on the SEATO Council. He came back to Washington in the Kennedy 

Administration as Deputy Under Secretary of State, arriving on 

April 16, 1961, and reported for duty on April 17, in the middle 

of the Bay of Pigs crisis. During hie subsequent career, for 

the last two and a half years in the Department during the 

Kennedy Administration, he has been responsible for politico

military affairs in the State Department, coordination of 

intelligence matters, and has been a general deputy to the 

Secretary on a wide range of matters, particularly Far East 

problems. 

Let me start this, Alex, if I may, by asking you what your 

first contact in ... any form with John F. Ke.nnedy was. 

J. I am sorry, Bill - I can't remember the exact day. 

However, I remember within two or three days of my arrival back 
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here being called out of a meeting by my secretary to eay that 

the President was on the phone, and the President asked me some-

thing about the situation in the Dominican Republic. It was 

somewhat deteriorating at that time but I had not yet been read 

into it and needless to say was very surprised by such a query. 

However, I understood later that it was not an unusual one and 

I feel that this was the way of the President getting new 

appointees in particular to eee that they were on their toes. 

B. What did you tell him? That you didn't know anything 

about it? 

J. I told him that I didn't know anything about it but 

that I would find out as quickly as I could and call him back, 

which I did. He seemed to be satisfied with the report that I 

gave him. 

B. I gather that after that telephone call - what was 

your next contact with him? 

J. The first time I saw him face to face was at an NSC 

meeting on Saturday, April 22, with respect to Cuba. 

B. Were you introduced to him there? 

J. Yes, I .was just introduced but we were a large number 

of people in the NSC at the time and he called the whole NSC 

together, and obviously the Bay of Pigs - the aftermath of the 

Bay of Pigs - was very, very much on his mind, and the meeting 

had been called primarily to review in general some of the 

circumstances with respect to it, and particularly the point 

he was ~aking was that he accepted responsibility for what 
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had happened. He expected everybody to be in it together with 

him and he was urging people not to discuss it outside and 

start any back-biting within the Administration. 

B. Was he eloquent? 

J. He was exceedingly eloquent and exceedingly impressive 

and it was a very, very impressive meeting for me to meet him 

at the ti.me of such a crisis. 

In that connection, Bill, a little bit of history as of 

that time with respect to his relations with Chet Bowles . I 

was nominally Chet Bowles' deputy at that time and Chet Bowles 

was Acting Secretary. I cannot recall exactly where the 

Secretary was but I recall that the Secretary was not present 

in the Department. Although I had never known Chet Bowles pre

viously and I was just establishing a relationship with him, I 

remember during the course of that week Chet Bowles showed me 

on what he termed a very confidential and personal basis a 

memorandum that he had written opposing the Bay of Pigs. It's 

my impression and, from subsequent events and publicity, became 

my impression that he had shown this to a very considerable 

number of people until it finally reached the press that he had 

opposed the Bay of Pigs. This was quite contrary to what the 

President had been seeking to accomplish in his NSC meeting with 

the senior members of the Administration and I have no doubt 

that this came to the attention of the Presiden~ and I think 

ultimately effected all of his subsequent relations with Chet 

Bowles • 
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My next contact with the President was on Laos. Very 

shortly after I came back, or during the period even that I 

was coming back, the situation on Laos was deteriorating quite 

rapidly. The Pathet Lao, together with Viet-Minh support and 

the Soviet airlift into the Plaine des Jarres, were pressing 

the conservative forces of Phoumi very hard and it appeared 

that, unless action was taken very quickly, the Pathet Lao would 

well overrun all of Laos. My records indicate that my first meet

ing at the White House with the President on Laos was on April 26. 

The Secretary, as I recall it, was away at the CENTO meeting in 

Ankara at that time and Chet Bowles was in charge of the 

Department. I can well recall that we had a long meeting at 

which Arleigh Burke - Admiral Burke - acted as Chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

B.Was this a meeting with the President? 

J. This was a meeting with the President. Arleigh Burke 

laid out the various alternatives on the military side. Chet 

Bowles took a very negative attitude towards any intervention 

in Laos. My own personal inclinations were very much along the 

lines that, while I was reluctant to intervene in Laos, I felt 

that the best chance we had of stopping the Communists was 

making clear our determination to use force if necessary, and 

that; once we had that determination, it would probably not be 

necessary to use force. As a member of the SEATO Council I had 

been very familiar with the military plans calling for · 
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intervention in Laos and I felt I was fairly familiar with the 

strengths and the weaknesses of those. 

B. What kind of meeting was this? Was this NSC or just 

a decision-making meeting, or a briefing meeting? 

J. This meeting on Wednesday, April 26, as I recall it, 

was primarily a briefing meeting. It was in the Cabinet Room. 

I cannot remember the size of the group but I remember that, as 

I recall it, the Secretary of Defense, or at least people from 

the Secretary of Defense's office were there. Arleigh Burke 

was representing the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It is my 

recollection that General Lemnitzer, who was then Chairman of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was out in Southeast Asia, and the 

Secretary was at the CENTO meeting in Ankara. 

B. Was the President calling on a series of people? Or 

how did you happen to be contacted? 

J. I can't recall quite the circumstances leading up to 

the meeting except that the meeting had been called. The 

President desired to .be briefed on the situation and I well 

recall that Admiral Burke at that time laid out what was then 

known as SEATO Plan 5, which called for a limited intervention 

.in the main cities of the Mekong Valley. The matter got pre

sented in such a way that the President - let me put it this 

way - I recall that the briefing - the military part of the 

briefing ~ pointed out that several thousand Americans would 

be landed at these various points in Laos. As I recall it, 2 
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or 3 thousand in Vientiane, and then when the President asked 

as to whether or not we would be able to protect them on the 

airfield in Vientiane, it is my recollection that the replies 

were generally to the effect that we could not without striking 

at the Chinese Communist air bases in Communist China and the 

President thus got a picture (without using too much hyperbole) 

of this small band of Americans beleaguered on the airfield in 

Vientiane with the . United States facing the choice as to whether 

or not we would go to nuclear war with China to rescue them. 

This impression of the military problem in Laos remained with 

him throughout the rest of his Administration. Although I felt 

at the time that this was a false impression, I also felt that 

it really was not the intention of the Joint Chiefs - the 

military - to give such an impression. Nevertheless, this 

became very clearly fastened in the President's mind and he was 

naturally very, very concerned from then on about the possibility 

of any military intervention in Laos. 

B. Southeast Asia had a very nuclear flavor to him. 

J. It had a very nuclear flavor to him and, of course, 

after the Bay of Pigs experience, he was naturally very concerned 

about undertaking another what you might call adventure without 

being sure of what the consequences might be. 

B. You had a series of meetings with him, I take it, on 

Laos over a period of several weeks during a yery concentrated 

crisis, certainly up to the Geneva - the beginning of the Geneva 

conference? 
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J. Yes, I did. The really crucial meeting and turning 

point on Laos came on Thursday, April ~7. As I recall it, that 

was a formal NSC meeting with which he had with a somewhat 

larger group than the NSC. Admiral Burke presented the military 

picture. Chester Bowles, who was Acting Secretary at the time, 

presented, I would say, a negative view with respect to any 

intervention in Southeast Asia of any kind on the military side. 

I was invited by the President and also by Chester Bowles to 

give my own views, which I did. During the course of the meet

ing the President indicated his desire to meet with the 

Congressional leadership and a very considerable number of 

Congressmen from both parties and both Houses, representing 

most of the Conunittees and most of the shades of opinion, were 

ushered into the room while we were still more or less in the 

process of the NSC meeting. 

B. He just added them to the NSC in the course of the 

meeting? 

J. Yes. 

B. On his own judgment? 

J. On his . own judgment. I would say that the NSC meeting 

had terminated in the formal sense but they blended right into 

it. At that time General Clifton and I were both present in 

the room. From force of habit I started .making some notes on 

what was going on in the meeting and, from my notes and the 

notes General Clifton made, we later on made up a brief record 
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of that meeting. r would call that date the turning point. 

At the request of the President, Admiral Burke presented again 

the picture of the consequennes of intervention, presenting 

the possible necessity of this leading to a war with Communist 

China in which we might have to use nuclear weapons. Chester 

Bowles presented his views on it and then, to my intense 

surprise, without my being really prepared and having ordered 

my thoughts for such a discussion, the President turned to me 

and asked me to express my views. This offended by bureau

cratic sense somewhat and I felt that Chester Bowles, as Acting 

Secretary, was speaking for the Department and it would not be 

proper for me to speak to the contrary but, nevertheless, 

having been invited by the President to do so, I spoke as 

forcefully as I could as to what I saw the issues and the con

sequences were. I was encouraged somewhat to speak because I 

knew of Dean Rusk's very strong views on the subject and knew 

that Dean Rusk also felt that our best chance of. avoiding war 

in Southeast Asia was to be willing to use force. 

B. Had you had a cable exchange with the Secretary at 

that point? 

J. At that point we had not. However, the Secretary had 

come out to Bangkok while I was still there for the SEATO meet

ing and we had long discussions of the subject at that time so 

I had what I thought was a good feel of his own views. However 

during the course of the meeting with Congressional leaders, a 

· .. ~ telegram from the Secretary came in from Ankara and this was 
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read to the meeting. The Congressional leaders, after hearing 

the presentation, to a man, both on the conservative and the 

liberal sides, the Republican and the Democrats, all of them 

opposed intervention, and that was the date on which really 

the die was cast. 

B. What you are saying about the Joint Chiefs really is 

that they thought they had to make a very strong case. They 

didn't want to go in with partial measures and their argument 

was that if you went in you had to go in prepared to go all 

the way and the end result of this, whether it was due to that 

or not, you are saying that in any ~vent perhaps partly due to 

how strongly they presented that case, the judgment went the 

other way, that this was such a big investment in terms of the 

military judgment on it that everybody was diffident about 

going into it. 

J. Was diffident and really frightened off about going 

in. I know that Admiral Felt urged very strongly that we 

should go in on a limited basis to protect the Mekong Valley 

area. Nobody was urging that we go in to try to take over all 

of Laos. The iesue was simply whether you could best protect 

Thailand and the rest of Southeast Asia by stopping the 

Communists where they were and holding the Mekong River Valley 

part of Laos. 

B. What wa~ the President's reaction to all of this? 

Just listening? 
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J. He was primarily listening. He did not commit him

self. However, the questions that he would ask and his return

ing to this question of our ability to defend the airfields -

what the position would be of our troops on the airfield at 

Vientiane and the other places along the river - all indicated 

that he was very, very deeply disturbed at exposing a body of 

Americans to a situation in which he might have to take very 

extreme measures to · protect them. 

B. I broke in on you in the middle of that meeting, so 

go ahead. 

J . As I said, the result of the meeting was that there 

was strong, unanimous and understandable, I would say, in view 

of the presentation that was made, resistance by the 

Congressional leaders to any intervention. Although from then 

on we went through various maneuvers, we went through various 

feints, I would call them, of a military kind, and of a 

political kind, it was quite clear in the minds of all of us 

that, whatever happened, we were not going to militarily inter

vene. And from that followed inevitably the decision that we 

would have Phoumi, the conservative Lao leader, seek a cease

fire, and very heavy pressure was put on him to seek a cease

fire from the Pathet Lao and to go to a Geneva conference - a 

14-nation Geneva Conference on Laos - which had been proposed 

- ~Y Prince Sihanouk. 

B. Did the President articulate a clear conclusion of 

some kind at the end of the meeting? 
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No, he did not. 

You came away from that meeting with a sense of a 

fairly momentous policy decision and course of action. 

J. Yes. 

B. Where did you get it from as far as he was concerned? 

J. Well, this is difficult to explain. You simply 

arrived at an impression and a feeling of the meeting from his 

reactions, from the Congressional leaders' reactions, and I 

can't recall what the specific focus of operational conclusion 

was at the time.~ 

B. Was that your experience with him generally, that he 

didn't tend to try to make definitive statements at the end of 

meetings? 

J. Yes, I very much had the experience .that he did not 

try to sum up meetings. He did not try to himself set forth 

what I would call clear and succinct statements of decisions. 

This was usually left to McGeorge Bundy to sum up in writing 

the consensus of a meeting and seek his approval for it. My 

experience with President Kennedy was that he was reluctant to 

deal with anything except the illD'llediate sp~ific issue that 

required decision at the time. He was not what I would call a 

philosophical or a subjective turn ·of mind. He liked to deal 

in hard realities. He liked to decide only the things that 

. had to be decided and if he had a weakness I would say that it 

was his tendency to decide in the light of the immediate cir

cumstances at the time without trying to look too far ahead, 
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letting the future somewhat take care of itself. I don't mean 

that he ignored the future, but he was not a man to whom you 

could present a plan, say a program, extending six, eight, ten 

months down the road and expect anything in the way of a 

reaction from him. He would decide what had to be decided 

today today. 

B. After that momentous Thursday NSC which in effect set 

us on the track to the Geneva Conference, you met about every 

other day for a period of several weeks still on Laos. What 

were you doing in all of those meetings? 

J. This was the strategy leading up to the Geneva 

Conference, the tactics to be used at the conference, and the 

instructions to our delegation at the conference and all of 

the details that went into it, but from that Thursday, April 

27, on we were moving towards the conference. 

B. The President was taking a lot of his time to meet 

in quite a bulky meeting of the NSC on the detailed planning 

for the Geneva Conference, not just approving papers that come 

to him but apparently holding meetings on the plans, pre

parations, the problem of getting a cease-fire in Laos and 

what the latest word from the Russians was, the latest negoti

ations between the British and Russians on a cease-fire. Is 

that right? 

J. That is correct. The President liked to have dis

cussion around him. The President liked to hear a large 
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number of views and many of these meetings were what I would 

call seminars, more, rather than meetings. People were not 

fully prepared. Subordinate staff members both from the 

White House and other Departments would discuss matters in a 

free-wheeling, thinking-aloud type of way, and I know this 

always bothered D~an Rusk a bit. Dean felt that he and the 

Secretary of Defense and other members of the Cabinet had 

their share of responsibility for advising the President, 

they h!L_d t~eiJ:' _responsibility for assuring that their advice 

was fully_ staffed, and I know that Dean felt a great deal of 

impatienc~ ___ in_ J~nga.gj.pg _ in _what lle .... felt _on_ t .he __ .aame..J . .ev.el with 

a lot of other ideas about a lot of other oeoole who didn't 

have _resoonsibiliti.ea .. for _what they were_advisirut. However, 

the President always enjoyed this and it was one of the 

difficulties of doing business. He would often call for a 

meeting long before people had a chance to sort out their 

ideas. Going back to my own experience, of course, as a 

long-time bureaucrat, I suppose you might call me, I liked to 

see things done in an orderly way, but the President wanted 

to get at things and get into things before they had become 

too orderly, before opinions had become too departmentalized. 

This was both a strength and a weakness, of course. 

B. In a way, he wanted to participate in the staff work? 

J. Re wanted to participate in the staff work. 

B. Do you think he appreciated or realized, and if so 

how do you think he felt about the possible feelings of his 
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senior responsible people like the Secretary of State, and 

Defense, at having to engage in a sort of debate and seminar 

with a lot of people who didn't have responsibilities and 

who were talking off the cuff? Did he indicate any feeling 

about this? 

J. I really don't think he had any sense about it - I 

don't think he had much appreciation really at that period at 

least - much appreciation of what the great executive depart

ments of the government - the whole executive machinery, you 

might say, how it was organized, how it was operated, how it 

operated, and how he could best make use of the great 

executive department of the government. Of course, all of us 

well recognize - I am not saying any of this in any sense of 

a complaint - the President is the boss and that each and 

every President is going to run things and operate things in 

the way that is most comfortable for him, and this is the way 

it should be, and we all need to accommodate ourselves to it. 

But it did require accommodation on the part of the departments. 

I don't think, looking back on it, we served him as well as we 

possibly could have if we had been able to proceed with things 

in a somewhat orderly manner - I am not talking about taking a 

lot of time - but rather doing things in a more orderly manner. 

For example, if the Secretary of State and th.e Secretary of 

Defense were given an opportunity to confer with each other 

and arrive at a consensus from which they could advise the 
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President, I think he could expect this to be fairly sound 

advice, but it often happened that we went into the meetings 

with no advance preparation whatsoever at the staff level 

without even knowing one another's views. 

B. It wasted a lot of his time in a way, didn't it? 

J. It seemed to me that it wasted a lot of his time -

I don't know whether you call it wasted - I suppose there was 

a certain amount of education involved in it. It got him into 

problems in depth instead of presenting him with a ready

prepared solution. I suppose some of this grew out of his 

experience with the Bay of Pigs. I was not here at the time 

of the preparation for it and I am not familiar at all with 

that, but I suppose he had a little feeling that he had 

listened to advice that was perhaps a little. too pat at the 

time, without going into it himself. 

B. He hadn't gone behind the staff work? 

J. He hadn't gone behind the staff work and was under

standably somewhat suspicious, if I can use that word. 

B. What you are saying is that, rather than the Bay of 

Pigs leading him to feel he wanted a more orderly and deli

berate approach to things, it led him to feel that he had been 

maybe trapped by getting too canned and predigested a product 

and he wanted far more into the raw material decision-making. 

J. I suppose that may be the case - not being too 

familiar with exactly how the Bay of Pigs was handled - I 

have somewhat the impression that may be the case . 
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B. You said something - I have forgotten what it was -

that suggested that you felt that the style changed somewhat 

over the next year - I don't want to anticipate - but do you 

think this was an ear1y · 161 style - do you feel that there 

was a change in it? 

J. Not a very great change. This generally remained 

his mode of operation. He always liked to get in touch with 

whatever he thought was the source of operation - the desk 

officer, the assistant secretary. He always liked to go to 

the source. He liked to hear discussion, and he was not an 

orderly administrator in that sense. Let me say in that 

regard at this point that I think McGeorge Bundy performed a 

very, very useful and essential function in translating his 

wishes and his desires into action in the Executive Departments. 

McGeorge Bundy had an appreciation of the Executive Departments, 

how they operated, how to get them to operate, and I think he 

performed a very useful function in acting as a bridge between 

the Departments and President Kennedy. 

B. Alex, I notice, getting back to the chronology of 

this, a series of NSC meetings from April 26 to about May 5th, 

and then there was a meeting apparently which was not an NSC 

on Saturday afternoon, May 6th, you were in with the President 

and McGeorge Bundy. Do you remember anything in particular 

about that meeting, that it was distinguishable from NSC meet

ings? 
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J. No, I am not able to recall that. There were so 

many meetings - I was over at the White House so often. I got 

so deeply involved in this Laos affair that I can't remember 

that specific meeting, although I do recall that at times I 

would meet with him alone or with McGeorge Bundy. 

B. Mostly briefing? 

J. Mostly briefing, bringing him up to date, or ... 

B. Did he call you a lot? 

J. No, I don't recall too much in the way of telephone 

calls - an occasional telephone call - it was usually a matter 

for decision. I would usually make contact first with 

McGeorge Bundy and then occasionally the two of us would go 

up to see the President. I imagine it was something of this 

kind. 

B. He was always following the trail of decisions very 

closely and making a lot of them himself? 

J. Very, very much so, and that continued on during the 

time of the Geneva meeting. You will recall that Averell 

Harriman was designated our representative at the Geneva 

Conference and, as I recall it, began about the middle of May 

- May 12 - Dean Rusk went to the opening of the conference 

and then Averell carried on, and I can recall during the 

course of the conference a very considerable number of issues 

arising on exactly what we were going to ask for, exactly what 

we would agree to. f can particularly remember an issue that 
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arose with respect to the freedom of the ICC to operate in 

Laos. The issue was whether or not the Government of Laos 

had within the agreement itself already given entire consent 

to the ICC operating any place it desired by majority rule, 

or whether the agreement of the government - and this meant 

the agreement of all three factions - had to be sought in 

each specific case. I can remember this issue having arisen 

and some of us in the Department, myself as I recall taking 

the lead, expressing great concern over the matter and reeling 

that we should take a somewhat stronger stand on it than our 

delegation was in Geneva. We went over to discuss this with 

the President late one afternoon, I can recall, and he asked 

me to come back early the next morning so that he could talk 

directly to Governor Harriman on the telephone and -

B. Harriman was in Geneva? 

J. Harriman was in Geneva, yes, and I participated in 

the three-way conversation with Harriman on the subject during 

the course of which the President agreed to the recommendations 

Harriman was making in this regard. If I may indulge in a 

little hindsight, I believe some of the difficulties we are 

in today in Laos go back to that decision. However, the 

question was whether, if we held out for something more, we 

were going to be able to get it in the Geneva agreement, and 

it was uppermost in the President ' s mind at that time that we 

should. I think the President also felt that, following his 
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conversations with Khrushchev in Vienna in June, he had an 

understanding on the subject of Laos with Khrushchev and that 

perhaps it was not necessary to try to spell things out in 

too great detail, but to rely on the Soviets to carry out the 

agreement in relatively good faith. 

B. That was after the decision we are talking about? 

J. No, I think the Khrushchev meeting was before this. 

I can't remember exactly when the incidents I am speaking of 

took place except that it was fairly late along in the Geneva 

meetings and towards the end of the Geneva meetings. 

B. · Why do you think he made that decision - because he 

had again. the Chiefs' nuclear alternative breathing down his 

neck and his need for a conference, or just taking the judg

ment of a guy on the _spo1;1 

J. · I think it was a combination of things . 
I 

I think that 

he did, have the nuclear question breathing down his neck, as 

you phrased it. He did have great respect for Governor 

Harriman's judgment aild properly so, and he wanted the agree

ment.- He was again not inclined, I think, to look too far 

ahead. As of that time the .agreement seemed a good thing, and, 

given all the circumstances, I agreed it was a good thing. 

B. Do you have any sense, looking back over those LaoS 

meetings, do you have the feeling that he was. being a strong 

c~airman of the board, or an obs~rver, a listener? How would 

you describe his role in that whole process. You said he 

didn't articule his decisions at the end but what about · the 
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meetings themselves, what kind of a role was be ple.71ng? 

J. I would - everybody in the roan at all times, and al.ways in his 

presence, were always very conscious of the fact that he was the President 

and this just wasn't the title but the whole way in which he bore himself. 

I would not call him a strong chairman of the board type as far as running 

a meeting is concerned - the meetings tended to become, at least for my taste, 

sanewhat too contused and I always had a feeling I wished that he would use 

a little stronger hand in running the meetings, but this of course was con

trary to his own evident desire to hear everybody discuss things out. 

B. Who do you think, during this whole Lao series of meetings, who 

was he listening to, who was affecting and inf'luencing him most? He obviously 

took very seriously the military judgment of the Chiefs about the price of 

going into Southeast Asia. 

J. It is hard to divine people's motives, of course. I have a little 

the feeling that, very understandably and instinctively. he did not want to 

becane militarily involved in Southeast Asia. It was far removed from the 

United States. he was sensitive to the fact that he bad not been able to 

deal with Cuba, just ninety miles off our shores. I think he was sensitive 

to the domestic political aspects of this. He was always a politician in 

a very big sense of the term, with a very, very keen sense of political 

realities in this country and, to a . de~~J:_ think h~_ DIBY' ha~ __ tended at 

least subconsciously to have seized upon the Chiefs; I think, very inel>t 

presentation of the llilitary situation to rationalize _and .1ustif'Y his own 

instinct that he didn't want to get involved. 

B. Any relations with any other people, or the effect of any other 
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people particularly notable during that period? 

J. Bo, I am not able to recall particularly. He listened at that ti.me 

to Bob McNamara. McBamara incidentally himself was very adverse to going 

in. He listened considerably to him. But I would be hard-put to selecting 

one individual. that I thought exercised a dominant influence. 

B. Who of the second-level staff people were active in the meetings 

did he seem to be interested in hearing? Was Schlesinger sitting in on these? 

J. Yes, Schlesinger was sitting in, but, let me recall, Sorenson, 

Schlesinger - who vas dealing vi th Far Fe.stem affairs at that time on the 

White House staff - it was bef'ore Mike Forrestal came in? I think Bob Komer 

was active, as I recall it. 

I think that covers general..l.y the flavor of the Lao affair·. 

B. That vent on through May and June also - I think we were continuing 

to meet on Laos. During the summer of' 1961 I cannot recall much in the vay 

of other direct personal contacts on other subjects on my part. I'm trying 

to recall when General T~lor vas first brought into the - this we .••. 

during the stmnner of 1961, as I recall it~ General Taylor was appointed as 

military representative of the President at the White Bouse in June of 1961 

and I immediately was aHigned by the Department, as far as Departmental 

affairs were concerned, to work with him. One of' the major tasks he was 

given by the President following his carrying out of an investigation of 

the Bay of Pigs affair va• looking into our organization and capabilities 

for what the President fastened on as counterinsurgency. This was natural. 

and .understandable, considering the amount we had in\rested in Laos and our 

·· inability ·to do better than we were doing there, the deteriorating situa

tion in Viet-Ham, South Viet-Nam, at the time, other situations ~round the 
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world, I think the President was very right in asking whether we were doing 

the right things in the right way. He undoubtedly had heard the stories 

that in South Viet-Nam, for example, we had trained a conventional ~ for 

a conventional type of attack in the north and it was utterly unable to cope 

with the guerrilla situation in the south, that the AID Administration was 

more interested in long-term development than in doing something to contri

bute to meeting the situation there, and all these stories and reports that 

had .led: him. !to ask General. Taylor to go into this situation and I did 10, 

along with General. Taylor on one Bide. Bobby Kennedy participated very actively 

in all this and it was never clear in J11iY mind as to how much the impetus of 

this came fran the President himself and how much it came fran Bobby. Through

out this whole period and this whole business of counterinsurgency, psycho

logical warfare that he al.so asked General Taylor to look into, I myself did 

not have any direct personal. contact with the President on it. My relation

ship to it at the time was primarily through General Taylor and the Presi

dent's refiection through General Taylor. However, this all resulted, I think, 

while disorganized somewhat, in much useful work that is going to have per

manent va.lue to the U.S. -Government. The group of us, that is, Fowler Hamil

ton, the AID Administrator, Bobby Kennedy, John McCone, General Lemnitzer, 

at that time, Ros Gilpatric representing Defense, Ed Murrow of USIA, Jll\YSelf 

representing State, finally culminated in the iBBuance of a NSAM in January 

1962 setting up what became known as the Special Group ( C.ounterinarugency) • 

I have never been too fond of the term counterinsurgency. However, this was 

very firmly fastened in the President's mind as what he wanted to have done. 

B. The title is bis? 
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J. I know it was his, because I know that many of us commented on it 

at times, and General Taylor indicated very much that this was the Presi

dent's title and the title was not too important. The establishment of the 

Special Group led to a very much greater emphasis in the military services 

on training for engaging in guerrilla warfare and at the Departmental. level 

here in Washington, led to much better coordination of effort. Out of this 

interest of the President in this, we set up, by agreement between the De

partments, what was known as the Senior Seminar in the Department which is 

now known as the National. Seminar on Internal. Defense in which we undertook 

to indoctrinate and train senior officials senior off icial.s in the Government 

going to the field - Ambassadors, MAG chiefs, AID chiefs, USIA chiefs, and 

so on, trying to inculcate in them from the very beginning what was known 

as the Country Team concept - the Country Team approach to problems. I 

think this has turned out to be a very useful and very permanent feature of 

the organization of the Government. The Special Group al.so turned out to be 

a very useful forum in which to reach decisions in this field. There was a 

considerable amomit of, shall I say, conceptional difference over what the 

Special Group was to be r I am not clear that the President ever entered 

into it very directly, but among some, and particularly in the Pentagon, 

there was the des.ire to turn this into an operating group of its own independent 

of the Departments. I think this was also somewhat Bobby's idea. General 

Taylor and I, perhaps being longer-term bureaucrats in Washington, felt that 

this could only be effective insofar as it represented the Departments and 

permeated down into the Departments. Although the conceptional difference 

was never fully resolved, in fact, the group has operated as representatives 

of the Departments rather than having a separate corporative identity of 

its own . 
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B. What do you think the President 's real interest in this operation 

was - dissatisfaction with the speed with which things were done and the 

quality of follow-up? 

J, Yes, and bis dissatisfaction with what was being done. And I think 

he had a right to be dissatisfied with what was being done; considering what 

we had invested in some of these areas, we didn't seem to be getting the 

return out of it that we should and I think he properly felt that somehow 

or other the Departments back here simply were not pulling together and 

drawing together, as I like to phrase it, all going down the same road. 

B. Did you have the feeling that Taylor was working very closely as his 

agent? 

J. Yes, I think so. GeneralTa.ylor was in very direct personal. contact 

throughout much of this with the President and I know General Taylor also 

had his problems with what the President's real desires were. This was again 

the tend.ency of the President not to express himself too deliberately and 

deliberately not to express himself too clearly, but to give general guide-

lines of action. He obviously had a great deal of respect for General Taylor 

and he gave General Taylor a number of unrelated jobs, really. Within this 

same group, General Taylor was given the job of looking into the whole ques-

tion of what is sometimes Im.own as psychological warfare, and there was a 

great deal of discussion as to whether or not there should be a psychological 

warfare coordinator in the White House, or whether there should be an Under 

Secretary of State for Psychological Warfare. All kinds of schemes were 

looked at • 
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B. This is Tape 2, U. Alexis Johnson. At the end of Tape 1, he had 

been talking about General Taylor's role in psychological warfare. He is 

going to start that over at this point. 

J. As I recall it, during this period General Taylor was asked (I am 

not sure how much was Bobby and how much was from the President) to go into 

this llhole question of psychological warfare. I cannot remember the precise 

incident that gave rise to it but I do recall that there were some incidents 

in which a number of American embassies around the world were stoned and 

demonstrations were held, and there was a considerable amount of frustration 

- I infer, on the part of the President - I know it certainly was on the part 

of Bobby, as to why, when anything happened and the United States did anything, 

the Communists were able to mobilize people around the world to protest this 

and to carry out demonstrations against us, whereas we seemed to be unable to 

do anything similar to them or, similarly, to mobilize opinion in our favor. 

This was, I1hink, very heavily simply a frustration. Nevertheless, I think 

it was useful that ve were asked to go into it. Although General Taylor 

him.self had not had much experience with it, we had a large number of inter

departmental consultations and meetings on it. I do recall that ve brought 

down a number of men from Bew York who were prolilinent in the information 

field - rm::, CB.S, . and so on - to consult with us on the problem and to make 

recamnendations. Various formulae were produced, one for a psychological. 

warfare specialist in the White House to coordinate all the Government De

partments. Another was for an Under Secretary of State charged with psycho-

. logical warfare, and so on. Final1y, the recommendation was made that the 

State Department set up a coordinator for this subject and we asked Doug Cater 
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to cane in and he spent a month with us - with me - in the Department to 

look over our organization there. We bad hoped to have him take the position 

there. In the absence of anyb~ else reall.y to take this on, I took it on 

as a function 1n the Depa.rtment at the time, the concept being that we should 

do better than we were doing with youth - the concept being that, for example, 

we should mate better use of the labor Department in mobilizing labor organi-

zations in the United States to work with their opposite numbers abroad, mo-

bilizing HEW to get doctors - to do better with doctors abroad - and so on. 

We bad a number of meetings on this subject which I tried to coordinate. It 

was a very difficult thing and uncoordinatable really by its very nature. 

Luke Battle was assigned to CU 1n the Department. He took over the youth ac-

tivities, and I think a V1'ry great deal of very useful work has been done 

throughout the Government, particularly in the youth field. When Averell 

Harriman came into the Department aa Under Secretary for Political Affairs 
. . 

I Tery happily transferred this function to him and Bill Jordan has been 

working as a staff assistant to Averell in carrying this out. Of course the 

difficulty with the whole thing, and what we had to go through as an educative 

process, I think, waa to demonstrate that you reall.y cannot divorce paycholo-

gic&l warfare from policy. Our policies are what psychological warfare, 

insofar as we are effective in it, are derived fran and it cannot be handled 

as a separate ccmpe.rtment of govermnent. However, you v1ll recall the Eisen-

bower Administration vent through much the same phase of trying to deal w1 th 

psychological warfare as something separable. 

B. C. D. Jackson • 

J. Yes, as a matter of fact we had C. D. down here to discuss this 

with us • Be strongly urged against trying to repeat the Eisenhmr ·experiment 
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in vhich he came in in that function in the White House. 

B. In this whole area, you were very much conscious of, I take it, 

, the President's interest but it a.1.ways appeared via Bobby and General Taylor. 

J. It appeared, as far as I was concerned, via Bobby and General Taylor 

so I cannot speak of direct personal. contact rtth him. 

B. Well, after the i..os crisis transferred to Geneva and began to cool 

off, ycn.n- contacts rt th him, I take it, were limited but on a rt de range of 

topics. 

J. Yes, a large number of NSC meetings on various subjects and in which 

I was usua.l..1y going as number 2 or 3 - · a.long rt th the Secretary ·- .or· the Acting 

Secretary at the time . 

B. ~ you recall anything in particular from those meetings about the 

President himself that would be of interest? 

J. Ho, I don't. 

B. Did he ever call on you himself? 

J. Yes. 

B. Were you in a relationship where he would call on you? 

J. Yes, we were - he a.lva.ys called me by first bame - he would usually 

not only ask for the views of the Secretary but he would usuall.y ask for views 

of the other members of the other Departments, including myself, who were 

around the table. 

B. Did he make any problems for you? 

J. Usually not, no. If I had any differences I did not emibit them 

at the .time. 

B. But he had no sense of the problems involved in this kind of tech

nique, did be? 
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J. Ro, I don't think he did, and whereas it offended 11\Y' probably some-

what overdeveloped and possibly overly bureaucratic and orderly nature, I 

think that :fran bis standpoint it served a :f\Dlction, although it gave some 

of us a pain and difficulty sometimes. Let me say at this point, whatever 

it may have been, a meeting Yi.th the President was always - the only te:nn 

I can use is - zestful. It was never cut and dried. You never knew exactly 

what was going to happen, and there was always a great deal of zest in 

working Yi.th him and working :for him. I think all of us that were around 

him :felt that very much. 

B. Did you have the feeling that he sometimes made quite an original. 

contribution to a meeting in the sense of bringing in new ideas, new per-

spectivee, on the problem at the table? 

J. Yes, I would say so . I am trying to rec&l.l some specific instances. 

He did it more by indirection rather than by direction. He did it more by 

the questioning technique - the probing, questioning technique - than by 

direct contribution. 

B. Wel..l, it was a lot of f\Dl working for him. Did you ever see him 

lose his temper in these meetings - or let his emotions carry him away -

was he al~s very cool and contained? 

J. Be always gave the impression of coolness . It was one thing - he 

always gave you a sense of confidence and coolness around him. It was one 

thing he was always able to inspire, even during the most critical. periods 

of the Cuban affair. As far as 11\Y' own observation was concerned, you always 

felt that he was - sometimes even a little casual, I would say. But he cer-

tainly never gave the impreBBion of the deep nervous and emotional energy 

that you knew was at work within him • 
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B. Well, this real.lY brings us, as far as your specialized relation

ships with him are concerned, down to the Cuba crisis. Let me say before that, 

I gather you were involved in that curious exercise in February 1961 after 

the Be..Y .oi'...J?igs __ in_a _ second look at Cuba. but that you were not directly in

volved w1 th the President on this. You worked w1 th Ie.nsd&l.e and company 

on some 

J. Yes, we shouldn't miss that period. General. Ed Ie.nsdale was brought 

in and given a 'Wide mandate to "do something" about Cuba. I am trying to 

remember - it had a - it was a very tightly held operation and elaborate of -

fices were set up over in the Pentagon. I again represented the Department 

on this. Elaborate plans were produced. Serious frictions were set up be

tween Iansdale and CIA. You see, a part of the trouble in Jll8llY of these 

things - I think maybe it goes sanewbat back to the Adolf Berle period as 

Coordinator of I.atin American Affairs. Ed lansdale .was Coordinator of Cuban 

Affairs. - ·'!he President had the sense that if you had a problem, you put 

somebody in charge of' it - and told everybody that they had to work for him. 

'!he big and old Departments of the Government find it very difficult to work 

this way. And it d.oesn •t work because ultimately it is the Secretaries that 

have to dispose of the resources. It is the Secretaries that have to approve 

the spending of' money. And it is very difficult to give somebody other than 

the President himself - and the President himself of course has it - it is 

very difficult and bureaucratically a problem for the President to seek to 

delegate that authority to any other individual. I can think of the Berle 

. _operation and of the F.d Lansdale operation - the two that come to mind at the 

m.anent - I am sure that there were others - at which this concept was tried 
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and it really didn't work out very well. The I.e.nsdale operation fizzled out 

into virtually nothing - not fran lack of trying and not fran lack of co

operation even - I think everybody tried to cooperate very, very loyally vi th 

it, but the problem simply was not soluble by such methods. You see, what 

would happen in something like this - as I recall it, particularly in the 

Lansdale operation - various covert operations which would have fairly high 

noise levels were planned and then, when the President came up against the 

decision would you go ahead and would you not go ahead with this particular 

thing, he would often draw back from it, for understandable and sound reasons 

at the time. 

B. Was the President meeting directly v1 th this group, or how was be 

getting these put before him? 

J. As I recall it, Mac Bundy was putting these things before him at the 

time. Be met in the early days of it, a few times, Vith General Lansdale. 

But as I recall it, Mac Bundy put it before him, mostly. 

B. Bow long did this go cbn7 It started in the summer or spring of 1617 

J. It started in the summer of '61. As I recall it, it must have been 

five or six months. 

B. It fizzled out long before the missile crisis. 

J. Yes, it ~s - as I recall it, it was nominally still in existence 

at the time of the missile crisis but it didn't figure in and was formally 

liquidated shortly after the missile crisis. 

B •• By the time you got to all of these special projects like getting 

the prisoners back, you know, Donovan's operation and the medicine shipments, 

etc., all of these in effect, as special projects, replaced the Iansdal.e 

operation, r guess, didn't they? 
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J. Oh, entirely so. 

B. The Attorney General had moved. 

J. Entirely so. And you see the Lansdale operation was replaced by 

the Coordinator of Cuban Affairs in the Department. 

B. Oh, that is the historical continuity of it. 

J. That's the historical continuity of it. Going back to this Co

ordinator idea, we set up - I can't remember - it must have been the summer 

of 161 - we brought Cottrell back from CINCPAC, where he was POLAD, and he 

was made Coordinator of Vietnamese Affairs, and then on the liquidation of 

the 16.nsda.le operation, after the Cuban missile crisis, a Coordinator of 

Cuban Affairs was set up in the Department, who is nOW' John Crimmins. These 

operat!Lons were set up to provide a strong focal point of coordination within 

the Department of State on these operations, and in general I think it worked 

reasonably well. This was in part, very frankly, the_ Department 's answer to 

the effort to set up outside coordinators - or to set up coordination over in 

the Deoo.rtment of Defense. as was done with Ed Iansdale. 

B. This in a way - I guess the President really came back to more and 

more conventional solutions to these organizational problems, and even though 

he had a penchant for wanting to designate somebody to deal with them, he 

was prepared to designate them more and more back within the regular machinery. 

J. Yes, as time went on he was prepared to do so. Well, I think this 

brings us up pretty well to the Cuban crisis and much has been written about 

this • 
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Tape #3 for the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library by U. Alexis Johnson 

I am making this tape f'rom m;y home in Saigon. I camnenced making 

these recordings f'or the Memorial. Library with Wil1iam Brubeck, who was 

my interviewer during the time that I was in Washington. Before we had 

an opportUDity to finish the tapes - the job that ve had undertaken -

I was suddenly transferred to Saigon upon the resignation of Henry Cabot 

Lodge as Ambassador here. The President made the decision and asked me 

to serve on a Tuesdq, at the end of' June, and I lef't on Friday directly 

for Saigon by KC-135 tanker in order to arrive here before Henry Cabot 

Lodge lef't. I was followed 1ome ten days later by Maxwell Taylor who had been 

appointed a1 Ambassador. I was asked to serve as Deputy Ambassador to Am

bassador Taylor. Bence I did nat have an opportunity to finish these 

tapes before leaving f'or Saigon, and here in Saigon I have no one who 

would be a suitable interviewer for me. Hence I am · undertaking to finish 

this w1 thout an interviewer. I have this a:rternoon finall.y had an oppor-

tUDi ty to read over and make editorial. corrections, which were very minor, 

in tbe first two tapes which I had made with Brubeck as interviewer. 

On re-read..izig the transcript, I found that there are a few itema which 

I would want to go back over and pick up -- i tema which have some interest 

and relevance, I believe -- some of the matters we vere discussing in those 

days. 

On the earlier tape, in discussing the situation in l&os, and Presi

dent _ltenne~'s attitude toward it, I referred to the understandable re

·1uctance that be bad in using American ground forces in Asia, particularly 

in remote areas such as Is.os. 'l'his has also been true with regarci to 
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Viet-Ram, al.though the question of specifical..l.y introducing American 

ground forces into South Viet-Ram bad never arisen, nor has arisen up to 

this time. One ot the things that influenced him, 'Which I forgot to re

call on prior tapes were General MacArthur's views. I do not have here 

with me the record, but I veil and vividly recall the luncheon President 

Kennedy had. for General MacArthur &fter the General had made his last 

trip to the Philippines. This must have been about two years ago. General 

MacArthur came back from the Philippines, President Kennedy had. a small 

luncheon for him at the White Bouse to 'Which he bad invited a few Congres-

sional leaders. I do not recall all ot the names now, so I will not try 

to recite them. I believe that Roswell Gilpatric~ from Defense was there, 

it I remember correctly, and I was there fran the\epartment of' State. 

General Mac.Arthur had obviously aged (in this connection, I might note 

that I had known him and served with him in the Philippines and Japan) but 

he was still in very fine form and talked with his usual eloquence. Presi-

dent Kennedy and the CongreHional leaders, for the most part, listened 

to General MacArthur talk. One of the things that was apparent in General 

MacArthur's discussion at the luncheon table was his view that never under 

any circumstances should the United States ever introduce ground forces 

on the ma.inland ot Asia, his thesis being that they could be and would be 

overwhelllled by the mused manponr of Communist China. Although much of 

this, in '1113' own new, is not correct and not rational., particularly in 

Southeast Asia, vhere the amouat of manpower that Communist China would be 

able "to bring to bear is very limited by the logistics factor, nevertheless, 

it ma.de a veey deep impression on the President and on all of those that 
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were present. And I think that for the rest of the time he was in of'f'ice 

this view of General MacArthur' a also tended to dominate very much the 

thinking of President Kennedy with respect to Southeast Asia, as I am sure 

it al.so daninatea the thinking still of mazJY' of the leaders in Congress. 

In the ~at part of tape #1, and tape #2 aa veil, I discussed the 

formation of the special group for counterinsurgenc7. _'!his brings to mind 

the .sub.1ect_of' .. DlY_ .• relatioDJ.~ntth BobbY_~~e~J.n~9.fN __ ~!:l_nl4tiona with 

the President are concerned. After General Ta..Tlor va.a appointed aa Chairman 

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff' and thus left the White House, I asaumed the 

Chairmanship of' this group. '!here was much 41scusaion on General Taylor's 

departure as to who should be Chairman. Bobby, I know, f'elt that be would 

like to do so, but we in the Department of State, as well as in the De

partment of Defense, felt that this vaa rea.lly not a proper function f'or 

the Attorney General. We felt that the Attonaey General, having given 

the spark in getting it launched and its now being well unde:nray-, it needed 

to be kept within the f'ramevorlt of' the Departments if it were going to be 

ef'fectin. '!'here was, I think, agreement between Mac Bundy, Dean Rusk and 

myself' that, with the departure of' General Taylor, idea.lly it would be 

beat to have the function transferred to the Department of state where by 

normal. organizational procesa it should be. However, it was decided that, 

rather than to try to move it to the Department, in orde~ to give Bobby a 

place on it, it would be kept in the White House with myself as Chatman 

and '6.ke Forrest&l of' the White House staff' representing the White House. 

· ·This was the one group which gave Bobby an opportunity .to reflect bis 
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at:Nst in foreign affairs, that is, one group other than the Rational. 

Security Council, and there was a tendency, an understanc1able one I sup-

pose, on the part of Bobby to get the group to go pretty far afield from 

its original. and agreed to charter to get into all. kinda of busineH in-

vol Ting foreign affairs as well as defense matters. One of my problems 

as Chairman vas to try to channel this interest and prevent it from up-

setting the normal processes of government which were, after all, not 

working too badly. Certainly, if' they were not working veil, this ne 

not a goo4 place to tr,y to do ~bing about them. However, it vae a very 

useful forum within the context that ve were seeking to vork -- coordiuating 

the work of the Department• in the counterill.8urgency field. We were able 

through the group to get a great deal of increased emphaais on the part 

of the AID program in police activitie• abroad, and our spcmeorship and 

support of police activities was very badly needed. The AID administration 

had cane in with Fawler Bamiltoll at it• head, and there vas a tendency to 

feel that the police really were not a part of AID and a tendency to shove 

off their responsibilitie• with reapect ·to police. There was also a ten-

denc7 to feel, I think it fair to say, that economic development for its 

own sake was a desirable objective, without relating it too closely to the 

political and. military objectives which we had around the world, and there 

was also a tendency to feel that econanic matters should be separated 

from milita.Jyand. political matters, that econanic matters should not be, 

should I say, well, clirtied with military affair•. This Special Group 

414 a great deal to get action in the field, which action was needed, I 

think. We vere able to accomplieh a great deal. However, Bobby was at 
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times difficult to work with, &l.thougb my own personal. relations with him 

were a.lways good. I found him cliff'icult as a member of' the group. Be would 

tend to come to meetings not well prepared, understandably so, because be waa 

doing a lot of' other things. Be would bore in with some lower officia.ls 

of the Government who had perhaps not answered hie questions eatistactoril;y, 

grab onto a problem, and figuratively shake the unfortunate official. who 

might be making the presentation and then leave. It is entirely true that 

a lot of shaking was necessary in the bureaucracy, and it was entirely true 

that AID was properly the recipient of a great deal of this because AID 

procedures were slow and cumbersome, and they were not doing a good job in 

many fields. Bobby's shaking and spurring of them lDldoubtedly accanplished 

a useful purpose. However, I felt that he tended to forget that he was not 

just Bobby Kennedy, but he was the Attorney General, and a more junior of-

ficial of government was at a very serious disadvantage in dealing with him. 

I remember on one occasion an official of AID had not made a very satis-

factory presentation, or at least Bobby didn't feel that it was very Batis-

factory, and Bobby got up and slammed the chair on the floor and stalked 

out of the roam, slamming the door. I did not feel that this was a proper 

way to treat the group or to treat the official who was involved. Following 

this, I discussed the matter with Mac BlDldy and the Secretary and asked to 

be relieved of the responsibility as Chairman of the group. It was agreed 

that Averell Harriman would assume the chairmanship, and everyone thought 

that Averell would be able to handle the situation better than I would. 

Let me say, simply as a parenthetical note, that my observations of the 

group afier Averell took it over led me to feel that Averell did not do 

much better in handling and controlling the situation than I had done . 
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!You always had the feeling in dealing with Bobby that he was the fearless 

watchdog on behalf of the President. He had enormous possessive pride in 

the President, and he was looking after the President's interests in a way 

which, he felt, that the President could not do. In this I certainly take 

no exception but his special relationship with the President and the atti-

tude he took towards the President could often cause, and did cause, diffi-

cul.ty for other members of the government who did not have the same relation-

shi~ - Nevertheless, when it came to the crunches on the important things, 

it is my own experience that Bobby was always sound, his instincts were 

right • He might not be too well informed, he might fix on the wrong things, 

but he was generally sound on the big issues, and I found this to be parti-

cularly true when it came to the missile crisis in Cuba, about which I will 

talk later. 

Before turning to the miHile crisis, I might at this point say a few 

words about the special group without the term "counterinsurgency" attached 

to it, a group that was sanetimes known as the "5412 Committee" fran the 

National Security Council decision that originally set it up. Subsequently, 

not long before I left Washington, the name was changed to the "303 Com

mittee". 'Ibis is one of the most successful. and tightly held groups in 

Washington, and one, I feel, served the President well and in which the 

President took a great deal of interest. Its name was changed to the "303 

Committee" because o:t' the publication of a book which gave the names of 

members of the Committee and a little bit of its functions in a somewhat 

distorted form. So as to mailltain its cover, we simply changed the name 

of the committee. "303" comes from the HA.SAM, 1.e., National Security 

Council Action Memoranium Bo. 303, which established it and took tpe place 

of the 5412 Committee. . This was the committee which dealt vi th all the 
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covert action programs of the CIA. It had been set up to deal vith these 

programs and to find a focal point at which governmental. decisions could 

be made. Let me say that throughout rq service in Washington, there was 

never, to rq knowledge, any foundation tor charges of free wheeling by the 

CIA. All programe originated by the CIA itself or proposed by other 

agencies, and JD&D1' were proposed within the Department of state itself, 

were carefully started and handled by this committee. Its cbaiman Wal Mac 

Bundy throughout rq service there. I represented the Department of' state, 

Ros Gilpatrick, an4 later, Cy Vance, represented the Department of Defenae. 

The Chai:nnan of the Joint Chiefs of staff sat on it on occasion, if prob-

lems of interest to the Joint Chiefs were considered, and of course the 

Director of' the CIA, first Allen Dul.lea and then John McCone . This group 

met at least once a week, or more often at call. '!be proceiure was pro-

pos&.ls for action by the CIA, especially in the field of political action, 

reconnaissance, reconnaiannce proposals by the Department of Defense --

the whole field, you might say, of clandestine intelligence and political 

action were al.ways carefully conaiderei. by this group. The normal pro-

cedm-e was tor a proposition to be submitted to the members of the group 

prior to the meeting. We voul.4 · have this staffed and obtain opinions from 

each of the Departments it occasion arose, and then cane to the meeting 

prepared to cliacuaa it in depth and to reach decisions, or to make recom-

mendations to the Prellidellt on decisions that be should make. Of course, 

my poaition was not &lwa,ys an ellvi&ble one. Ili general, the CIA and Defense, 

being action agencies, voulc1. come up with ideas vhich bad obvious political 

problema or political difficulties related to them, and I was, I think with 

good humor, known in the group a• "Dr. Bo". For the most part, though, 
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! I would say that llinety-ti ve percent ot the time ve were able to arrive 

at a decilllion within the group on a coordinated recommendation to be macle 

· to the President. Where our news did not coincide, the differences of 

· view would be presented to the Prelllident for his decision, and. I can think 

of It) few cases in which he did not upbo14 the pollli ti on that I had taken 

on behalf of the Department. I vould consult in the Department with the 

' AHistant Secretary of the geographic are& concerned on most natters, ud 

· having & fairly good teel tor the Secretary's views, I would &ct general1y 

upon my own initiative a:rter obtaining the view• ot the Asaistant Secretary 

· if' an Assistant Secretary were involved. On sane occasions, I voulcl.1 of 

course OJl important issues, obtain the views ot the Secretary. On very 

important ones where the group vas not able to arrive at & decision, or 

it was a matter ot such magnitude that the President should have all the 

facts . clearl7 in f'ront of' him before reaching a decision, there vould be a 

meeting with the Secretarie1 ot State and Dltfenee, Mac Bundy, John McCone, 

~self, and the .Prelident in order to get the President '• cleciaion on the 

· matter. I •imply mention the group here because I think it should be re-· 

! corded now that our intelligence operations and our clandestine political 
; 

I activities abroad were not at any time 4.uring 1117 service 1n Washington --
1 

i I am not relating this to ~ service, but simply to rq knowledge -- were 

not in ~ 11en11e free wheeling on the part of anybody, but were always ve17 

1 ca.ref'tilly statf'ed aad very carefully condclered at whatever level the7 

should be considered. For the most pa.rt, of' course~ we tried to protect 
I 
1 the President and not take things to him on which he did not need to reach 

. ·J 

: deciliona, and. we tried to take re1ponsibility on ourselve1. The succe11 
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of the group depended very heavily upon preserving its anonymity, and 

except for the book that I mentioned, I can't remember the author, its 

anonymity was well preserve4 throughout the period that I was serving ill 

Washington. 

Well, now ve turn to the Cuban misUle crisis in the fal..1 of 1962. 

First, let me S&.7 that this entire crisis can be broken down into several 

quite tistinct sectiOllS. In rq OWD mind, it breaks down into four perioda, 

that is, the period prior to the discovery of the missiles on the flight 

of October 14, and the readout on October 15, Le., the whole history of 

the intelligence effort llbich final.ly led to the discovery of the missiles . 

Then there is what I would cal..1 the planning period after the discove%'7 

and identification of the mi Hiles on October 15 up to the President 's 

speech on Mon~, October 22. On Monday, October 221 with the speech we 

moved to What I would call and characterize as the_ action period. This 

action period continued until Sunday, October 28, llhen Khrushchev announced 

that they were going to withdraw the missiles . The fourth and final period 

you might call the post-October 28 period., i.e., the period during which 

ve vere negotiating on details with the Soviet Union, and the inissile1 

were finally pulled out, and the negotiations that have taken place and 

actions that have ta.ken place since that ti.me. 

With respect to the pre-crisis period, many people have made statements 

that if only this recommenktion of theirs had been carried out, or that 

recommendation of the ire had been carried out, ·· or if only people had listened 

to them better than they had, that the miBBiles might have been discovered 

earlier than they were. There have al.so been statements made which, by 
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implication at least, say that the Department of State and the Secretal"T 

of State, by various views that they held or by decisions they made, pre-

...ented earlier discovery of the missiles, particularly the progranming of 

the U-2 flights. 

Let me say that being intimately familiar Yi th the whole program of 

U-2 fiights and &l.l our other efforts at intelligence acquisition in Cuba, 

I knaw of no proposal that was ma.de by anybody that was turned down by 

anybody in the Department of state or elsewhere which could have led to 

earlier discovery of the mi Hiles. 

Bow, to turn to the planning phase, i.e., frcm October 15 11ben it vas 

determined that the miasiles vere there until October 22, the time of the 

President's speech. I might note that this was a period of intense and, of 

course, very secret and closely held efforts in which I participated fully 

at every meeting and evel"T portion of tlie inter-departmental activity and 

the activity Yith the President of which I am aware. Man;y- accounts have . 
been written of this period. I oan s~ as a fact that there was no account 

kept by any single individual.. 1'aturally, all of ua who participated. have 

a blur of recollections .of it as a period of very intense activity and clif-

ficult to reconstruct in its entirety. An effort was made at the request 

of the President to do so immediately following the crisis. This was done 

by Frank Sieverts, of the Office of Public A:rfaira of the Department, who 

wrote a TOP ~R!T account with the assistance and help of all. those who 

participated. I worked with Frank in making up this account, I along with 

the· others who participated, and in doing ao, I had the advantage of using 

notes that bad been kept by Paul Ritze, the only participant in the meeting~ 
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that I know of who kept any notes at all. These were pencilled notes of 

a veey outline form. D.raving on m:r recollections and drawing on Paul 

JU tze 's notes, I have gone through Sievart 's accotmt in great detail. I 

have a copy of it here in front of me, and with same pencilled corrections 

I have ma.de, I feel that it is as close to a true and complete accotmt as 

could poBBibly be made, and, as f&r as I kDov, the only such accotmt that 

exists • I have recommeaded to the Department that thie doc\lllent be made 

a part of the John Fitzgerald 1'.ennedy Library files, because I believe 

that it is eSBential to those tiles. It is a large paper, sanewh&t over 

200 pages of double-spaced typillg. Thus I will in this accotmt not seek 

to duplicate what is i• that Tery complete and detailed account, but rathe~ 

to discuss the crisis in general terms and general impressions as I recall 

them today, &Histed, of course 1 by having this paper in front of me. Al-

though the details, of course, become blurred, the emotions of that period 
. . 

could never be forgotten by any of thoae of ua who lived through all of 

those days. Throughout ·that :period, the one solid rock and the one thing 

that kept all of ua on course vae the steady 1 matter-of-fact way in which 

President Kennedy handled his meetings, and the attitude of calmne88 that 

he at all tillles exhibited. Any trace of nervousneH of shooting from the 

hip on his part at that time could have had profotmd infiuence upon all 

those who were aurroading him and seeking to advise him. Much has been 

1&id about ''hawk.8 11 and "doves" in the group that were advising him, and on 

this, let me say that I think that almost everybody changed bis position 

at least once, sometimes several times, during those days leading up to 

the decision aa to the action that we would take. As far as I was concerned, 

rq own immediate reaction was that the most satisfactory and safest way 
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of dealing with it would be for a quick, and hopefully clean, air strike 

against the missiles without prior warning to Cuba or to the Soviet Union. 

This, it seemed to me, would present the least challenge to the Soviet 

Union. However, as the Air Force figures in the numbers of planes which 

they would require went up, and the numbers of missiles that we encountered 

continued to be increased, it became clear that a small quick, "clean" 

strike type of approach to the problem was simply not practicable, and I 

finally came around to the quarantine and blockade approach, along with 

most of the others, and this was the approach that was finally attempted. 

If I could be permitted a ftnr general observations on the situation, I would 

like to say that the government worked together as individuals and as a 

government in a more magnificent manner at that time than anything that I 

have ever seen in the government. People exchanged vitnrs freely, people 

worked in full cooperation with each other, views and opinions were seldom, 

if ever, divided along departmental lines. So-called "doves" and so-cilled 

"hawks" could be found in both state and Defense. People were honestly 

searching for the best solution that could be found. I have also said 

since that it was a model in the ability to blend a political and a mili-

tary course of action together so as to get the full benefit out of each. 

It seems to me that in the light of the Cuban action, the action that was 

taken at that time, it bas now become clear that we no longer can have a 

war plan in isolation from a political plan. Any plan .that we have must 

be a political-military plan such as was used in Cuba, with each item being 

per;fectly and closely blended into the other. It was also an example, in 

my mind, .of the use of military power without getting . involved in the use 
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of violence, which so quickly becomes out of control. As I have told many 

War College c1asses since that time, the end of military power of course 

is not with shooting; the end is using it to accomplish national purposes. 

We used our military power and used it very successfully in Cuba without 

firing a shot. It is also an example of the fact that in the world of 

nuclear weapons today, the President of the United states bas control of 

virtually unlimited power, and correspondingly having unlimited power, he 

requires virtually unlimited control. '!he day that a canmander in the field 

could be given a miBBion and permitted to go off to carry out the mission 

only rl th broad guidance is gone. The world is entirely too dangerous for 

that. This I know came out, particularly during the Cuban crisis and parti-

cularly with the Bavy. I remember Admiral Anderson and other Admirals of 

the Navy were not at all pleased at having in effect their destroyers con-

trolled from the Cabinet Room at the White House. 

However, it was only by such fine selective and detailed control that 

we were able to bring about the result that we did. I am convinced that any 

other control could have resulted in the situation's getting quickly out of 

hand, not because of lack of confidence on the part of anybody, but simply 

because the President is at the only point at which all aspects of a situa-

tion:--Hke- that--can ··be-seen and the ·point ·fram which all aspects of ·a ·Bitua- . 

tion like that can be seen and the point from which all actions must have 

careful control. It was also successful because the United States was not 

bluffing. We as a government and a country cannot be successful at bluffing. 

We meant what we said and we were able to comnunicate to the Soviet Union 

the fact th.at ve did mean what we said, and having meant what ve said, ve 
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were able to accomplish our purpose without becoming involved in hostilities. 

'lbis, to my mind, is also a lesson. I feel that in critical. situations 

around the world that we must decide what we are going to do, and, having 

decided what we are going to do, cormnunicate to the other side that the 

beet way of avoiding hostilities and the best way of avoiding war is to 

be willing to go to war from causes or for reasons that are credible to the 

other side, and in which you are able to communicate your resolve to the 

other side. Thia, for example, we have not been as yet successful in doing 

here in Southeast Asia. 

Going back to the sUbject of hawks and doves, even when it became evi-

dent that an air strike to dig out the missiles would. involve a very massive 

attack with a great number of civilian casualties, there were still those 

who were honestly proposing it strongly as a course of action. At this 

time, Bobby Kennedy's good sense and hie moral ch~cter were perhaps ~eci

sive among those who were working on the problem. Bobby spoke very feelingly 

of the fact that if the United states were to take such action, it would be 

a repetition of the Japanese action at Pearl Harbor, and neither on moral 

nor on political. grounds would it be defensible and the United States and 

President Kennedy would go down as one who had wreaked a Pearl Harb0r upon 

Cuba. He made the argument very strongly and very powerfully a.nd had much 

intluence on those who were working on the problem. 

Following the initial meeting with the President on the morning of 

October 16 &fter the photographic readout on the discovery of the missiles 

had been canmunicated to the President, a · group was formed which spent its 

entire time the next week working on the problem of making its recamnendations. 
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Tl)is group, vhich became ·known as the Executive Committee, consisted of 

Bob Mc1'amara, the Secretary of Defense; Ros Gilpatric, Paul Nitze, and 

General Taylor from Defense; from State -- Secretary Rusk, CJeorge Ball, 

Ambassador Thompson, Ed Martin, who was then Assistant Secretary for Iatin 

Affairs, and myself. Then there was John. McCone from the CIA, Secretary 

Dillon of the Treasury, and from the White House, Bobby Kennedy, MacCJeorge 

Bundy and Ted Sorensen. We met continuously in session night and day 

working at the problem. We managed to maintain ccmplete and absolute secrecy 

up to the very last phases of the action, that is, up to the time the Presi-

dent had made his speech. At various times, the President brought in other 

people for the meetings. Dean Acheson, Bob Lovett and Adlai Stevenson, 

during the latter stages, are the names that cane to my mind. 

There was common and implicit acceptance that we had to do something 

about getting the missiles out, that is, that this Wa.e intolerable, and 

all the discussions revolved around simply the action that could and should 

be taken. 0n1.y ·.1n1:.the latter phases, do I recall, did MacGeorge Bundy raise 

simply as a question for discussion, not a~--~ proposit_ion._ the .. discussion 

as to whether or not it was tolerable to retain the missiles there and in 

effect to do nothing.. This was, of course, rejected . . The fact that we had 

to do something was implicitly accepted by all . We normally met in George 

Be.ll's conference roan, and we had no stenographers or tLDY other outside 

people present. In fact, we did not even inform our own secretaries, doing 

most of our work in longhand. The meetings usually were simply discussions 

norma.lly led by Dean Rusk, in which various propositions were rejected, consi-

d.ered or refined, and one of our methods of working was to take ~ proposi

tion which seemed to commend itself, have the proponents of that proposition 
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war-game it, you might call it, that is, work out a plan of action, put 

up the argunents for it, and then let the others shoot at it, and examine 

it for its strength and its weaknesses. It final.ly refined down to the 

question of quarantine, which was finally approached, or an air strike 

as I have mentioned. During the various stages throughout this, we held 

discussions with the President, informing him of various views and letting 

him know our thoughts. He was at all times very careful not to express any 

definitive views of bis own, but asked leading questions and drew out and 

tried to find out the weaknesses in what was being put forth. I well re-

member that at one of our last sessions with him before his speech, he said 

that perhaps it would be best for the proponents of one point of view if 

be did not accept their advice, because if he didn't, they would always be 

able to say that if he took the other and it didn't work, that if he had 

accepted theirs, it would have worked. But in this business there were no 

second guesses. President Kennedy was understandably reluctant to commit 

himself until it was absolutel.y necessary to do so, and f1.nal..ly did not 

commit himsel.f until the very drafting of the speech that was to be given 

on Monday evening. '!he necessity of having that speech in the hands of 

our posts ma.king all. the preparations beforehand to deal. with foreign govern-

ments on it, as well as the military preparations that were required, 

finally resulted in getting the President's agreement in final text on late 

Sunday night. It vas only, in fact, during the drafting of the speech 

itself that some of the final decisions and details of the decisions were 

worked out. As far as my own role was concerned, having become a proponent 

of the quarantine approach, instead of drafting long papers of pros e.nd 



cons as sane of the members ot our group were seeking to do, I had d.raf'ted 

what .I called a · "scenario", set forth in very simple terms the exact action, 

bath military· and political, to be ta.ken in various stages. Of course, I 

drew 011. the discussions in the group in doing this up. 'lliis scenario was 

discussed, and with some modifications, was . the paper on this that was 

finally shown to the President. This scenario which was only e. little 

over three pages, contained all of the major elements of all the actions 

that were taken .to implement the quarantine action, both on the political. 

&11.d military side. In tey' own mind, it is a sample of the type of thing 

that we need to do for any future situation of this kind. 

· As an episode and example of the type of pressure the President was 

under, George Be.J.l and I had drafted a letter whiCh formed the basis of the 

letter of October 27 which the President sent to Khrushchev '&nd finally 

formed the basis of settlement. The draft that Be.ll. a.nd I had done was 

quite explicit and contained within it the safeguards that we thought were 

important and which should form the basis of a real understanding. When we 

got to the White House, Adlai stevenson was on the phone fran New York with 

the President, with an ·entirely different and much, I would say, softer, 

less explicit draft. Adlai Stevenson's draft vould obviously be useful as 

obta.inlng an immediate solution, but most of us, particularly George B6ll 

and tey"self, felt that it contained within it the seeds of future difficulty. 

The President finally took a part of our draft and left out sane of the 

more important points, we felt, together rl th a part of. Stevenson's draft, ,. 

and this fj ne.J J y formed the letter that was sent. Nothing succeeds, of 

com-se, like success. The letter did form the basis of a settlement and 



did get the agreement to pul1 out the missiles that we had been seeking. 

However, its ambiguities, particularly with respect to the so-called pledge 

of inva"Bion against Cuba, a.re continuing to plague us. Perhaps our harder 

dra:ft would not have acoompli~hed the_ purpose or .obtaining the settlement.r 

However, I do point this out simply to connect it with the President's desire 

and usual instinct to de&l. with the immediate matter at hand, rather than 

seeking to look far into the future. I am not saying he was wrong. I am 

simply indicating this as a facet of the way he worked, and the decisions 

that he ma.de. 

I will not seek to go into any more detail of the Cuban affair, but 

to say in conclusion that those were days that were obviously great and 

stirring for our country. They were great and stirring days for those of 

us who had the opportunity to work with a great and noble President. 

I will skip over the next year and come down to Wednesday, November 20, 

1963. The other senior officers in the Department being away, I had been 

for a few days in charge of the Department as Acting Secretary. On that day, 

we had received a connnunication fran Prince Sihanouk in Cambodia, asking 

us to cut off our aid • . I went over with -Roger Hileman to the White House at 

5 :30 in the evening on Wednesday, November 20, to discuss the matter with 

the President. We briefly outlined the problem to him and made our recom

mendation that we cut off aid. He went over the draf't telegram that we had 

prepared and added same words of friendship and conciliation to Sihanouk. 

He was always seeking to find a means around problems • He was always seeking 

to conciliate; he.was always seeking to understand other people and what 

their motives were. He could never quite accept the fact that other people 

would not always return hie good will • 
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We added the phrases and words that the President wanted in the tele-

gram and took our leave. To the best of my knowledge, this was the last 

official foreign policy business that the President transacted, because 

he lef't the next morning on his trip which eventually led him to Iallas 

on November 22. 

Alniost every person alive in the world at the time will always re-

member the rest of hie life where he was, and what he was doing when he 

received the news of President Kennedy's death. I was having ltm.ch on 

the eighth floor of the Department of State with Howard Jones, our Ambassador 

to Indonesia. Someone tapped me on the shoulder, ca.lied me out into the 

hall, and said that the President had been shot and that George Ball wanted 

to see me in his office right away. I immediately went to Ba.11.'s office, 

and he and I, listening to the radio, finally heard those dread words, 

"The President is dead". This great country of ours and each of us who 

served with him are better because he lived. 

This has been recorded in Saigon on November 7, 1964, just fifteen 

days before the first anniversary of his death. This is the end of this 

tape and whatever contribution I have been able to make to keeping alive 

hie memory and the understanding of a great President • 
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Mr. William w. Moss, 
John F. Kennedy Library, 
380 Trapelo Road, 
Waltham, Mass. 

Dear Mr. Moss: 
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June 11, 1977 

In response to your letter of May 25 I have 
reviewed the transcript and stipulations related 
thereto of my oral history contribution to the 
Kennedy Library. 

First·, with respect to the stipulations, I 
have no objection to considering that those portions 
underlined in green or bearing a green line on the 
margin as now available _for use by research workers 
in accordance with the deed executed by me. In this 
connection I particularly draw attention to that 
portion of the deed which states that direct quotes 
for publication will be specifically authorized by me. 

With respect to those portions underlined in red, 
or bearing a red line on the margin , in t he light of 
the passage of time and events, and release to the 
public of so much related material I perceive no 
reason that those portions could not now be de
classified, again subject to the condition that 
quotes for publication will be specifically authorized 
by me. 

With respect to the statements on pages 37 
through 40, I have been abroad for most of the 
past . four years fully occupied with the ~ALT talks 
and thus have not followed in any detail the .. · 
reports of the Select Committee. However, I ·have 
now reviewed a summary of the Sele ct Commi tte"e Is 
reports and also reviewed the p ertinent statement s 
contained in my oral history . I have come to t he 
conclusion that in the interests of strict accuracy 
there should be some arnplif ication and clarification. 
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First, the . community and the CIA always made a 
distinction between what was usually termed clande
stine collect~on of intelligence and covert political 
action programs, usually called just covert action. 
I think that it is clear from the context that the 
statements in my oral history concerning the "5412 
Committee" and the "303 Committee" dealt with covert 
action and reconnaissance. Accordingly, my state
ment on the absence of "free wheeling" by the CIA 
for the period which it covers referred to those two 
activities. A possible ambiguity on this point in 
my oral history could be removed by rewording the 
sentence beginning on line 13 page 38 to read: "The 
procedure was that proposals for covert political 
actions to · be carried out by the CIA, and reconnais
sance proposals by the National Reconnaissance Office 
were always carefully considered by this group." 
Correspondingly, the words "intelligence operations" 
should be replaced by "reconnaissance op<:!rations" in· 
line 18 o~ page 39. 

I have used the term "proposals for covert 
political actions to be carried out by the CIA" 
in the first suggested change to take account of 
the fact that such proposals by no means always 
originated with the CIA but were often suggested 
by others. However, such suggestions were normally 
staffed through the CIA before be ing formally 
presented to the 303 Committee. 

Obviously, there was the possibility in 
specific instances of some gray area between 
clandestine .collection and covert action. It is 
also well known that President Kennedy often dealt 
directly with subordinate officials (which, of 
course, he was p erfectly free to do) rat her than 
11 going_ through channel=:;i, and Robert Kennedy was 
also active in this field. Taking this into 
consideration, after reviewing my oral history 
statements (as modified a bove), and rPViewing some 
of the reports of the ~elect Committee, I have no 
reason to change what I said . 
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'ifh.ile the principle of the 303 Committee was 
maintained during the Nixon administration, there 
appeared to be a gradual tendency to permit the 
mechanism to fall into disuse in favor of more 
direct channels between the President, his National 
Security Assistant and the CIA. I obviously feel 
that such a committee structure can be helpful to 
and should be utilized by the ~resident in making 
his decisions on such matters. 

The problem of checks and balances on clande
stine collection other than reconnaissance is more 
difficult. Traditionally, it has been left to the 
discretion of the DCI as to whether the political 
sensitivity of a particular operation was such as to 
make it desirable to consult or inform anyone else. 
Apart from Washington, this has also been a difficult 
issue in relations in the field between .Ambassadors 
and Station Chiefs. It is difficult to impose a 
blanket procedure that would cover all cases, · but 
in view of the political damage that can result 
from exposure or mishandling of some clandestine 
collection operations it is a matter that requires 
more attention with due regard to all of the factors 
involved. 

I appreciate being given this opportunity to 
comment on my oral history and hope that these 
observations will be helpful. 

Sincerely, 

41exis 
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